A vast class of industrial control systems should be properly controlled in conditions of substantial plant uncertainties and external perturbations. Robust control synthesis methods such as H∞ optimization, LMI approach are not efficient if a plant model order is not defined. For this reason, the aim of this paper is to recommend a technique for robust control implementation based on interval polynomial generation. The polynomials roots location theory permits to generate an interval polynomial providing the roots location in a dedicated area on the complex plane when a plant is subject to uncertainty. The limits of such an area are selected in order to minimize the negative effect of disturbances and to provide appropriate quality of system dynamics. The polynomials order is defined by controller order. Thus, for the second order PID-controller parameterization the second order is assumed for a plant model. Hence, the polynomial order is four. The robust PID-controller parameterization is achieved for a boiler steam pressure control. The simulation results are presented for this system which demonstrate quality of system dynamics improvement in conditions of parametric and external perturbations. [6] . However, the application area of any of these methods is limited and is a subject for being expanded. Therefore, the task of uncertain technological plants control using PID-controllers remains urgent. Root locus methods application for robust synthesis [5], [6] gives advantages in conditions of structural constraints and in many cases allows to obtain analytical dependencies for control parameters determination. The paper is aimed at working out a root locus method for calculation of robust controller parameters and investigation of the synthesized system using a simulation technique.
INTRODUCTION
For controlling technological plants which mathematical models are uncertain or hard-to-reach for identification the PID-controllers are used. Examples of such plants could be represented by many equipment units of heat-andpower engineering, chemical and biological reactors and other plants characterized by long-run processes and complicated substantially uncertain mathematical models, presence of internal and external perturbations. In such cases a plant identification is replaced by PID-controller parameters empirical tuning based on the Ziegler -Nichols method) [1] . Advantages of the method consist in the possibility to obtain acceptable processes quality within all the operation modes range using a simple controller. A shortage consists in substantial energy and operating time expenditures for system tuning using this method. There exist alternative methods [3]- [10] for such plants control based on the artificial intelligence [2], adaptive and nonadaptive robust controlers [3] , [4] , root locus approach [5] , [6] . However, the application area of any of these methods is limited and is a subject for being expanded. Therefore, the task of uncertain technological plants control using PID-controllers remains urgent. Root locus methods application for robust synthesis [5] , [6] gives advantages in conditions of structural constraints and in many cases allows to obtain analytical dependencies for control parameters determination. The paper is aimed at working out a root locus method for calculation of robust controller parameters and investigation of the synthesized system using a simulation technique.
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Investigation is supported by the Belarusian Republican Foundation of Fundamental Research 2 SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION Control system for the nonlinear MIMO technological plant with PID-controller is described by the following equations:
Here the state vector of the MIMO PID-controller is xR = (xR1, xR2 ,..., x RnR) T , BR,CR,DR -matrices of the controller parameters, u = (u1, u2 ,..., um)
T -control vector formed by the controller. The plant state vector is x = (x1, x2 ,..., x m) T . Vector f(x) = (f1(x, f2(x ,...,fn(xm))
T is a vector of phase velocity for the unperturbedk motion of the plant, y = (y1, y2 ,..., ym) T is the plant vector output value (measured and controlled output). Matrices of functions B(x,y) and G(x) are continuously differentiable and can be represented like
The control system is described by a signal graph represented in Figure 1 . The plant has m controlled inputs controlling m plant outputs. Among the plant output values (components of vector y) there is the main output value y1=x1 which control channel (control loop) plays the major role. The rest output values, yi, of the other subsystems can be the subject to perturbations from the first subsystem that is shown by hatches ( Figure 1) . As a result of the nonlinear plant (2) linearization the linear system of equations is obtained which holds for small changes of variables in the neighbourhood of every point of linearization. Thus, when moving form one to another point of linearization matrices , A B , C of the linearized plant are being changed within nonlinear characteristics.
The calculated subsystem equations with a PID-controler for every subsystem and small increments of all variables in the neighbourhood of an arbitrary point of linearization will appear as follows:
Cx y  Elements of matrices AP, BP, CP are determined as a result of linearization as per folowing expressions:
. Elements of matrices AP, BP, CP will be changing depending on the selected point of linearization. Variation limits for every element of these matrices can be determined by the nonlinear characteristics. Astaticism of controlers and robust property allow to use the linear plant model in the task of synthesis neglecting the mutual Taking into consideration the necessity of the PIDcontroller application, it is required to reduce to the second order the plant model for each one of the external loops. The plant model reduction can be performed using one of the known methods [10] . Plant transfer function (TF) is the following:
The plant parameters variation intervals are known from nonlinear characteristics and possible operation modes. The controller TF is represented as
In these conditions the charscteristic polynomial of every subsystem with a PID-controller can be represented as
Polynomial coefficients are functions of plant and controller parameters, and polynomial roots define the synthesized loop quality indicators.
CONTROLLER PARAMETERIZATION
Taking into account that the caculated characteristic polynomial order is equal to the sum of the controller order nR=2 and the reduced plant order nР=2: n=nR + nP=4, obtain the characteristic poynomial of the fourth order as Polynomial coefficients depend on plant and controller parameters and are determined by expresions
It is evident that once plant parameters vary within intervals (5), all polynomial coefficients will vary. Thus, it is required to determine controller parameters c0, c1, c2,  so that at all possible plant parameters variations the polynomial roots si (i = 1,…,4) remain within the given region in the complex plane, just within band
This task can't be solved for all possible cases but only for enough wide region of permissible roots location. Let define an interval polynomial which roots belong to given region [7] , [8] . Its coefficients belong to intervals 
the controller parameters can be determined using following expressions obtained from (8):
Figure 2: Location of boundaries β1 and β2 for system quality region Q and limit root loci of the extended polynomial
Thus, if conditions (9) hold as equalities, for controller parameters the only one solution exists. In the general case of holding conditions (9) the controller parameters values are selected arbitrarily from intervals (10).
GENERATION OF THE INTERVAL POLYNOMIAL
Due to the fact that during the plant operation its parameters could vary within a wide range of values under the influence of different factors, hereinafter consider the system as an interval one [5], [6] .
Coefficients ai of polynomial (7) are real and vary within following limits:
For ensuring the plant desirable operation quality it is required to place the family of roots of interval polynomial (7) within region Q, bounded by two vertical lines β1 and β2 (see a sketch in Figure 2 ) of equal degree of stability. 
For this task solution apply extension [6] of polynomial (7) and its extended root locus [6] correspondingly.
Consider the extended polynomial of (7) in the following form:
On the basis of given boundaries (12) of quality region Q and using extended polynomial (13), define the parameters (coefficients) of (7) intervals values, which ensure the system robust stability and quality. The desirable characteristic polynomial synthesis is carried out by consecutive synthesis of polynomials (13.2), (13.3) and (13.4) of extension (13) using free root locus (portraits) [5], [6] of the corresponding polynomials and inscribing them correspondingly into regions Q1, Q2 and Q (Figure 2 
PE: σ 2 -ω 2 + a1σ + a2 = 0.
Thus, as per (14) RLE in the complex plane is as follows:
and on the real axis as follows:
From (15) obtain an expression for calculation of values for root locus parameter a2:
Set the parameter a1 variation interval in such a manner to ensure location of the root locus portrait of (13.2) within quality region Q1, closer to left boundary β1 of this region. Therefore, assume the variation interval of a1 equal to ] , [ 
For calculation of a3 variation intervals consider polynomial (13.3) root locus portrait. For this polynomial RLE: 3σ 2 -ω 2 + 2а1σ +а2 = 0,
PE: a3= -σ 3 + 3σω 2 -a1σ 2 + a1ω 2 -а2σ.
Place the root locus portrait of (13.3) between boundaries β1 and b2 i.e. within region Q2 (sketched Figure 2 ). In this case the limit values of parameter a3 variation interval (11) are determined by the character of crossing boundaries β1 and b2 by polynomial (13.3) root locus family branches. When condition (19) is satisfied, the initial points [5] (poles) family of the polynomial (13.3) interval root locus portrait (which is a generated one [6] relative to (13.2)) is located between β1 and b1. Thus, when considering the upper half-plane and the real axis, the region boundaries β1 and b2 can be crossed by only two positive branches of every root locus of the family: one complex branch (crossing boundary b2 in direction out of (from) region Q2) with a real part which passes through point t′ (Figure 2 ) in direction from the origin inside region Q2, and one real branch crossing the boundary at point t (Figure 2 ) in direction out of region Q. Due to the fact that parameter function а3(ω) (21) represents continuous differentiable function, then on boundary b2 in general we obtain a root locus crossing region consisting of alternation of function (21) decrease and increase regions. Therefore, for determining a3 variation interval limits define minimal and maximal values of coordinates ω within the regions, where boundaries β1 and b2 are crossed by root locus family of (13.3), and a3 values at these points, using expressions (20), (21) and taking into account that when given the specific portrait configuration, its positive branches can "migrate" in direction out of region Q2 only via boundary b2 (complex branch) and via point t (real branch) and in direction into region Q2 -only via boundary β2 at point t′ (real branch or a part of a complex branch). Thus, at cross points of boundaries by the branches in direction out of region Q2 the dominating parameter values are its minimal values (a3min), and in direction inside region Q2 -its maximal values (a3max). So, the coordinates of the crossing region limit cross points at boundary b2 (in direction out of the region) and corresponding parameter values are: 
at point t′ (in direction inside region Q2):
at point t (in direction out of region Q) . 10 170
Due to the above mentioned property of root locus parameter function а3(ω) continuity and differentiability, it can be stated that for the third order system in the upper half-plane this function is continuously increasing along boundary β2 and at points t and t′ when а2 increases and ω increases. Therefore, using (23), (25) determine the required limit values of the intervals as follows: Variation interval for coefficient a4 is calculated in the similar way, but using equation (13.4) of extension (13). In this case the root locus portrait should be placed between boundaries β1 and β2 i.e. within region Q. 
If coefficients belong to the above intervals, then polynomial roots are located within the required region Q considering all possible variations of plant parameters. Expressions (8) are used for calculation of physical parameters pf controllers considering the plant parameters values and intervals of their variation.
EXAMPLE
A boiler unit is aimed at steam generation by water heating. The steam boiler control structure can be represented by a signal graph, shown in Figure 1 , with four control subsystems. The main subsystem is used for steam pressure control via delivering gas into burners. For ensuring fuel burning down efficiency they apply a compressor for delivering air into the burning zone and a smoke sucker both PID-controlled using feedbacks by values of air pressure and moved away gases depression. Besides, there exists a subsystem for control of a boiler water level with a PID-controller and a feedback by a water level.
The reference input signals for every control subsystem are formed in correspondence with a boiler modes card. The output control value, just steam pressure, depends nonlinearly on a water level, air consumption and depression caused by a steam sucker, and the dependence character is a subject to variations. As a result steam pressure drops and then recovers to the given value due to the controller operation. In Figure 3 and Figure 4 diagrams (а) correspond to the maximal value of a gain for the controlled plant, diagrams (b) -to the minimal one.
As it is clear from the diagrams, in the system tuned by the Ziegler-Nichols method the control error is substantially higher than in the case of robust controller application, and the plant gain dropping leads to substantial deterioration of control quality. For the robust controller dynamics quality remains within the permissible limits for all parameters from the given intervals.
SUMMARY
Robust controller synthesis is based on knowledge of plant parameters variation intervals that allows to ensure dynamics quality within the whole range of plant parameters from the given intervals. The interval polynomial and its extended root locus allow to determine controller parameters which values guarantee location of the system poles within the given region in the complex plane. , 
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